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Abstract 
Foulkes’ (1950) Conjecture is that if a 5 b then idtewrsh is a subrepresentation f id@,,,,. 
This paper gives three conjectures which would imply Foulkes’ conjecture. All three conjectures 
are of the form of showing that a certain linear map between two combinatorial defined vector 
spaces is one-to-one. One of these conjectures is equivalent to a conjecture of Black and List [I]. 
The other two are new. Some partial results are provided. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All 
rights reserved. 
AMS Classijcation: primary 2OC15; secondary 05ElO 
1. Introduction 
One of the longest standing open problems in the representation theory of the sym- 
metric group is Foulkes’ Conjecture [3]. In order to state the conjecture, some notation 
for linear representations of finite groups is needed. The trivial representation on the 
group G is denoted idc. The G is not displayed when the group is clear from context. 
Let H be a subgroup of G, and V a representation of H, then VT: is the induced 
representation of V on G. Finally, let SnwrSb denote the wreath product of S, with SI, 
in S&. The wreath product Saw&$, is defined as the normalizer of the Young subgroup 
S, x . . . x sa in Sob. For background on the representation theory of the symmetric 
. / 
b times 
group, the reader is referred to [4,6,7,9]. Foulkes’ conjecture can now be stated. 
Conjecture 1.1 (Foulkes’ Conjecture). If a 5 b, then idtpwrsb is a subrepresentation 
of idt$.s,. 
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This paper provides a new framework for studying this conjecture. In Sections 2 
and 3, several combinatorially defined representations of the symmetric group are in- 
troduced. The most important of which is denoted S’,“. It is a generalization of the 
Specht modules. In Section 4, a result of Gay [5] is recalled. It states that the multi- 
plicity of the irreducible &-representation S” in id@$.s* is equal to the multiplicity 
of the trivial representation in S”,“. So, to prove Conjecture 1.1, all that is needed to 
prove that the multiplicity of the trivial representation in S”,” is less than that in S”lh 
for all A t ab. Accordingly, a combinatorial description of the trivial subspace of S”,” is 
also given. In Section 5, a linear map cp from the trivial subspace of S”,* to the trivial 
subspace of S5b is given. It is conjectured that this map is one-to-one. This would 
prove Conjecture 1 .l. In Sections 6 and 7, the linear map cp is studied on two other 
spaces R’@ and A4’*a which contain the trivial subspace of S’,a. It is conjectured to be 
one-to-one both of these spaces as well. The R’,a case has previously been studied by 
Black and List [l] and by Coker [2]. The case M”sa is new. It is shown that on M”+, 
the matrix for cp is fairly sparse and is close to being triangular. 
2. Tableaux 
A partition of n is a weakly decreasing sequence A= (11 > . ” 2 AI) of positive 
integers which sum to n. Both ]il = n and 1, t- n are used to denote that Jb is a partition 
of n. The value 1 is called the length of i and is denoted I(1). Let [A] = {(i,j) : 1 5 
i 5 Z(L) and 1 5 j < &} c Z*. The set [E,] is called the Ferrer diagram of 1 and 
is thought of a collection of boxes arranged using matrix coordinates. Let 2’ denote 
the conjugate partition to i, defined by [A’] = [1,]‘. Given two partitions 2 and p of n, 
/z dominates p, written 2 P p, if Ai + . + iL 2 pl + . . . + pi for all i. 
A tableau of shape 2 and weight (or content) ~=(a, , . . . , ak) is filling of the Ferrer 
diagram of i with positive integers such that i appears ai times. A tabloid is a tableau 
where the entries are weakly increasing from left to right in each row. A semistandard 
tableau is a tabloid where the entries are also strictly increasing down the columns. 
Example 1. 
3 3 1 4 2 1 2 3 3 4 1 1 1 2 3 
(a) 2 2 1 3 (b) 1 2 2 3 (c) 2 2 3 4 
1 4 1 4 3 4 
Tableau (a) has shape (5,4,2) and weight (3,3,3,2). Tableau (b) is a tabloid of shape 
(5,4,2) and weight (3,3,3,2). Tableau (c) is a semistandard tableau of shape (5,4,2) 
and weight (3,3,3,2). 
Let At-n, ab=n, and b”= (b , . . . , b). Let Wisa denote the set of tableaux of 
\ / 
shape 
0 times 
A. and weight b”, Vn+ denote the set of tabloids of shape i and weight b”, and 9’;.@ 
denote the set of semistandard tableaux of shape 2 and weight ba. 
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3. Combinatorial representations of S, 
In this section, several &-representations are defined. These definitions closely fol- 
low the definitions of the Specht modules. In fact, in the special case b = 1, they are 
the Specht modules. Since the proofs in this section follow those of the Specht mod- 
ule case so closely, they are intentionally terse. James’ monograph [6] provides more 
details. 
There are two group actions on W”,” of interest. The first is the action of S, by 
permuting the values of the entries. This action is denoted by rt. T. 
Example 2. 
(123). 
2 1 3 1 3 2 1 2 
3 2 =13 . 
The second is the action of S,, by permuting positions. This action is denoted by 
cr * T. For a given tableau T, let RT denote the subgroup of S, which set-wise fixes 
(under the action *) the rows of T and let Cr denote the subgroup of S,, which setwise 
fixes the columns of T. If the shape of T is A, and I’ is the conjugate partition of i., 
then RT E S’i, x SJ,, x . . . and CT E Sib; x Sib; x . 
Example 3. 
2 1 3 1 
O*3 2 
: CSERT 
=I 2 3 2 1 3 1 3 1231 2 2131  3 3 1 2 3 1 2 ’ ’ ’ 
2 1 3 1 
r*3 2 
: tECT 
2131 3131 2231 3231 
’ 2 2 ‘3 1 
It should be noted that these two actions commute. That is rc. (0 * T) = 0 * (n . T). 
Definition. Let WA%’ be the complex vector space with basis W’+. 
Since S, acts on Wi.,a, W”a is a S,-(permutation) representation, 
Definition. Given T E 9J’t/-i,a, define the following elements in W”,“: 
(a) rT = C&, 71’ T, 
@I UT = CoERr r~ * T, 
cc> eT = C&& CrECr (viv z>(aT) * T, 
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(4 mT = crrEs, CaERr 71. a * T, and 
(e) 4T = CrrEs, CuERT CTECT (sgnz)n. (az) * T. 
Definition. Define the following subspaces of Wi.,a: 
(a) R”+ = C[rT: T E %‘“‘,a], 
(b) VA+ = C[zq: T E %+], 
(c) S’@ = C[er: T E ‘Yfi,‘], and 
(d) MA,’ = C[mr: T E Yfi.,‘]. 
Proposition 3.1. The spaces R”“, V’,a,S’+, and M”,a are &modules. Moreover, they 
satisfy the following containments: 
(a) Vi.sa is a subrepresentation of W5“. 
(b) R’+’ is a subrepresentation of Wia. 
(c) 92” is a subrepresentation of Vn+. 
(d) ML” is a subrepresentation of VA,a. 
(e) M’@ is a subrepresentation of RA,a. 
Proof. (a) Take n ES,. It is enough to show that rc. VT E V’,O for all T E %‘“‘,‘, 
c n.(a* T) 
UERT 
=c a * (7~. T) = Vz.~ E Vn3a. 
0ERT 
(b) For all rc ES, and T E ?Y’,‘, 7~. q- = rx,T E R’@. 
(c) Since eT = zrECr (sgn r)r&r,S”a is a subspace of Vi,‘. (Notice that the order 
of a and z in the definition of er is important.) For all rc E S, and T E Yf’,a, 7~. eT = 
en.T Es”“. 
(d) Since mT = xIES, &.T, ML’ is a subspace of I”+. For all 7c E S, and T E %‘“‘+, 
?L . mT = mn.T E Mi+. 
(e) SinCe FnT = CoERr r&T, MA,” iS alSO a subspace Of RLa. 0 
The following diagram summarizes the relationships between these &-modules: 
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If G is a finite group acting on a finite set S, let S/G denote the set of orbits of 
this action. This is used in the next result to give explicit bases for some of the just 
defined &-modules. 
Proposition 3.2. 
(a) {T: T E W2,a} is a basis for WL,a. 
(b) {YT: T E YY’+/S,,} is a basis for R’J. 
(c) {u,: T E Y’@} is a basis for Vi,a. 
(d) {er: T E Ya’} is a basis for S’,a. 
(e) {mr: T E Y’,‘/S,} is a basis for ML,“. 
Proof. (a) This is clear from the definition of WA+ as a permutation representation. 
(b) Notice that Q = 7~’ if and only if T = 71. T for some n E S,. Furthermore, when 
TT #rTl, no tableau appears in the expansion of both. Thus, if rr is the linear sum 
of some Yr’ ‘s, rr must equal one of the ryt ‘s. Similar comments apply to cases (c) 
and (e). 
(c) Notice that Or = I+ if and only if T = li * T for some 0 E RT. 
(d) A proof of the special case where IEa (i.e. b=l) is given in [9] (Theorem 2.5.2). 
The proof of general case is a straightforward generalization. Unlike the other four cases 
which are essentially definition chases, the proof of this case does require some work. 
In particular, Gamer relations are needed. 
(e) Notice that mr = mrf if a n onlyifT=n.a*T’forsome~ES,andaERr. 0 d 
Proposition 3.3. VA+ is a permutation representation of S,, and M’*a is the trivial 
subspace of Vi.,‘. 
Proof. Let rc E S, act on Vi,,’ by first permuting the value of the entries according to 
7c and then sort the rows to obtain a tabloid. Denote this action by rc. 'T. It is easy to 
verify that n. VT = &IT. Thus Vi.,’ is a permutation representation. 
Since VA,a is a permutation representation, a basis for the trivial subspaces of Vi.,a 
is given by orbits of the group action. The basis element are the sum of the elements 
in each orbit. Thus, {CrrESO n . ‘UT: T E ~‘,‘/S,} is a basis for the trivial subspaces 
of vLa. It is clear that xrrES, 7~. ‘UT = mr. So M Isa is the trivial subspace of V’,“. 
0 
An alternative way to view Y ‘.a is as I x a matrices with nonnegative integer en- 
tries, row sums being the parts of E,, and all column sums being b. The bijection is, 
given a tabloid T, let the (i,j) entry of the corresponding matrix be the number of 
entries in the ith row of T which equal j. The &-action on tabloids in the previous 
proof corresponds to permuting columns of the matrices. So, a useful description of 
Vi,‘/& (which index the basis for MA,‘) is those matrices in which the columns are 
lexicographically sorted. 
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Example 4. 
1 1 2 3 2 1 1 2 1 1 
(4 
1 2 3 3 
(b) 
1 1 2 
(c> 
1 2 1 
2 2 3 0 2 1 0 12’ 
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 
Consider the tabloid (a). The corresponding matrix is (b). When sorted, it becomes (c). 
Proposition 3.4. The elements {qr: T E Wi,,u} generate SL$” n MA+. 
Proof. Since qT = z,,_s, rt ’ eT = c,Eso en.T, qT E &+. Similarly, qT = zr,-c7 (sgn r)r * mT 
= CrEcr (sgn zh*T, which implies that qr EMi,,a. Thus (qr: T E Wi+) c 
S”,O “M?.,a. 
Take x E S”,” nM’>“. Since x E Si.,a, x can be written as cTEw_ arer where ar E C. 
Since x E ML,‘, 7~ .x =x for all n E S,. Then 
Thus x E (qr: T E WA,‘) and SL,” n M”,” 5 (qT: T E Yfa”). 0 
The elements {qT: T E W’.‘} are not a basis for S’,” nM”“. By noticing that 
c Tarq=O in S ‘,a implies CT aTqT = 0 in S’sa fY MA+, and since Rosa indexes a ba- 
sis for Si.,a, the elements {qT: T E 9’3’) generate Si” nM’9”. However, this also is 
not a basis. 
4. Gay’s result 
In [5], Gay proves the following result. It provides the connection between Foulkes’ 
conjecture and the &-module S”,“. 
Theorem 4.1. The multiplicity of the irreducible S’. in id@J,,,s, equals the multiplicity 
of the trivial representation in S”,*. 
Corollary 4.2. The dimension of S”~,” nMA,a equals the multiplicity of the irreducible 
S” in idT$,rs,. 
So to prove Foulkes’ conjecture, all that is necessary is to show that for a 5 b, 
(1) 
for all ;1 t ab. One way to do this is to define a linear map from 5”+ nM”,a to 
S”*b ~IM”,~ and prove that this map is one-to-one. 
5. The mapping 
In this section, a linear map cp from W’+’ to Wjqb is defined which when restricted 
to s?.,u n MP..a maps into S”*b n M”pb. This map is conjectured to be one-to-one on 
S”.” nM”,” 
Definition. A tableau Tr E ?W”” and a tableau T2 E W’^“T~ are~runsvers~~, written Tt _L T2, 
if the number of positions in the Ferrers diagram of ,J which contain an i in T, and ,j 
in T2 equals 1 for all 1 5 i 5 a and 1 < j < 6. 
Example 5. For example, 
1 3 2 3 
and 
1 2 2 1 
2 1 1 2 
are transversal. However, 
1 2 1 3 and 1 1 1 2 
3 2 2 2 
are not transversal. 
Definition. Let cp be the following linear map: 
4. I w&u --i WA.b, 
TN E T’. 
T’IT 
Another way to describe q(T) is that it replaces the a-many l’s in T with 1 upto a 
in every possible way, and replaces the 2’s with 1 upto a, and so on with each i. Then 
cp( T) is the sum over all the possible ways of doing such a replacement. So, q(T) 
contains ba! terms. One mistake to avoid is thinking that cp is a G-homomorphism. 
Since it is mapping an &module to an &,-module, it is not a G-homomorphism. It is 
just a linear map. 
Proposition 5.1. Let /, t ab. The map cp has the following properties: 
(a) cp(@) 2 R’.,b. 
(b) cp( I’;.,,) 2 Vi,xb. 
(c) cp(S~~)~S”? 
(d) ~(~~,*)~~~~. 
le) ~(S”,anMR.a)SS~,bnM1,6. 
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Proof. The following four observations follow directly from the definition of transver- 
sal. Take T f ?lfkga and T’ E ?W-‘T~; then 
(1) Tl-T’e(n.-T)_LT’ for all rr~&, 
(2) T I T’@Tl(n~ T’) for all zE&, 
(3) T-L 2”‘~(o*T)J_(a*T’) for all OERT, and 
(4)TIT’ti(r*T)_L(r*T’) for all r~Cr_ 
These obse~ations are used to prove the following three claims. 
Claim 1. q(CnES, T-C. T)=(a!lb!) Cn~sb 7~. (dT)). 
Proof. 
x q(rt.T)=~ x T’= c c T’=a! c T’ 
nE‘% ?Gs, T’l(nT) n&Y, T’IT T’IT 
T’=!& c 71.T” 
nESh (n-‘.T”)IT 
= $ c ?‘c. c 7”’ = $ c 76. q(T). 
. 76% T”IT . XL% 
Claim 2. q(CuERT o*T>= EnERr ~*(rp(~~~. 
Proof. 
o*T)= c x T’= r;l: c T’ 
OER~ T’L(mT) UERT (u-‘*T’).L T 
= c c u*T” = c c*cp(T). 
rr~Rr T” I T C7ERT 
The proof is similar to that of Claim 2. 
Using these claims, it is easy to see that (a) c;p(~y)=(a!/b!)G~,~~~~‘, (b) cp(w)= 
c TjIT UT’, (cf cp(w)= CTfITeTf, td) ~(~T)=(~!~~~) CT’_LTmT” and @I po(4T)= 
(a!/b!) CT’IT (IT/. 0 
Since S’,OflM”,a is a subspace of R”,* and M’>a, proving that 9 is one-to-one on 
anyone of these spaces would imply ( 1) and thus imply Foulkes’ conjecture. As the 
next example show, 9 is not one-to-one on WA-a9 V’+, or S5a. 
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Example 6. Let u=3, b=4, A=(8,4), 
11112222 
T1=3 3 3 3 
, and T,= 
11113333 
2 2 2 2 
Since TI =(2,3). T2, ~(er, )=cp(er>) and thus the map cp is not one-to-one on S”,3 or 
any space containing it. 
6. The mapping cp on R”” 
The conjecture that cp is one-to-one on R”.” is equivalent to a conjecture of Black and 
List [l]. Their conjecture is studied more extensively by Coker [2]. Since the structure 
of j, does not play a role in the definition of rr (neither RT nor Cr is summed over 
in the definition of rT_), R”sa does not depend on A. That is if /AI = 1~1, then Ri,a zR~-~ 
as &-modules. So, only the case Rcab),” of Conjecture 5.2 needs to be considered to 
prove Foulkes’ conjecture. 
7. The mapping cp on M”la 
For i Fab, let &“+,’ be the set of integral a x b matrices with Ai entries being i. 
Define a map $1 : s4i~a~b+V’~a by MH T where the number i’s in the jth row of T 
equals the number times j appears in the ith row of A4. Define $2 : di%a,b + V’,b by 
M++ $I(T’). 
Example 7. Take 3” to be (5,4,3) with a = 3 and b=4. Here is one example of map 
$1 and $2: 
1 1 2 2 3 2 2 1 
or 2 1 1 
0 1 2 
1 2 2 3 4 1 2 1 1 
or 2 1 0 1. 
0 0 2 1 
The matrices after the “or’s” in the above example is the matrix version of V’,’ 
which is described after Proposition 3.3. Define $1 : dL~a~b + Ai,a and $2 : dL,a,b + 
~~ti.~b in the obvious manner (apply rl/* and sort the columns). 
Theorem 7.1. Consider q : M”.” +bfi,‘. The coeficient on mT_ in q(mT) is nonzero 
f and only if there exists an M E LzZ’,~,’ such that $l(M)=T and $2(M)=T*. 
Proof. (+) Since q(w)= CT!~~ mT’, we can assume T* I T. Note: We may have 
to hit T* with an element of RT in order to make this hold, but mr, =&+r, for all 
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GERT. Construct A4 by letting the (i, j) entry be the row of the unique position in [A] 
which has value i in T and value j in T*. A definition chase shows that *i(M)= T 
and *z(M)= T*. 
(+) Given ME &“,a,& place subscripts 1 to jtii on the i’s which appear in A4 so 
that each i receives a different subscript. Construct a tableau T’ of shape 1 by letting 
the (i, j) entry of T’ be the row of M in which ij appears. Construct Ti by letting 
the (i, j) entry be the column of M in which ij appears. It is clear that T’ I Ti. So, 
mT;: appears in $(??z~f). Notice that $1 (M) is T’ with its rows sorted. Thus, mr =mTl. 
Likewise mT, =mr:. Putting this together, mT, appears in $(mT). 0 
Example 8. This example illustrates the construction of T’ and T$ in the previous 
proof using the matrix from Example 7. Let 
11 23 14 24 
M=2, 12 3, 1s. 
22 13 32 33 
Then 
1 2 3 1 2 1 2 2 3 4 
T’=2 3 1 1 and T$=l 1 2 4 . 
2 3 3 3 3 4 
Corollary 7.2. Let 1 be the number of parts of A. Suppose the coeficient on mT. in 
q(mT) is nonzero. Let N and N* be the sorted matrices which correspond to mT, and 
mT respectively. For any subset SC { 1,. . . , I} construct a partition p whose parts are 
{Cies”i,j: 1 <j< } a sorted. Likewise define p* from A4*. Then p’ (the conjugate of 
p) dominates p*. 
Proof. Let A4 be the matrix in &c4”~u~’ such that &(M)=T and &(M)=T*. Let M’ 
be the a x b(0, 1)-matrix given by 
A4Lj= 1 if Mi,jES, 
0 otherwise. 
The row sums of M’ are the parts of p, and the column sums are the parts of p*. 
Thus I*’ dominates PC~*. This is a general fact about (0,l )-matrices called the Gale-Ryser 
Theorem (see [6, Ch. 31 for a proof). 0 
Example 9. Let a =4, b = 5, and 1, = (6,5,5,4). Take 
4 2 0 0 22110 
1 
N=O 
3 1 0 ’ 3 ’ ’ 
0 3 2 and N * x0 2 2 0 1 0’ 
0 0 1 3 0 0 0 1 3 
Take S=1,2. Then ~=(5,5,1) and ,~*=(4,2,2,2,1). Since p/=(3,2,2,2,2) does not 
dominate ,u*, the corresponding value in the transition matrix of cp : MA,” +Mi,b is zero. 
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This shows that a majority of the values in the transition matrix of q : M”~” + Mi,b 
are zero. Also it shows that cp is almost triangular. 
Example 10. The matrix for cp in the case i,=(5,4,3), a=3 and h=4 is 
* 
* * 
* * * 
* * * * 
* * 
* * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * 
* * * * * * * * * 
* * * * ********** 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * ******* 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
where the * denote nonzero entries. It is close to being triangular. The only problem 
coming from the third and fourth to last rows. 
Example Il. The converse of Corollary 7.2 is not true. For example, let a = 3, h=4, 
and 3. = (5.4,3 ). Take 
3 2 0 2 2 1 0 
N=l 0 3 and N*=l 0 2 1. 
0 2 1 0 1 0 2 
lt is easy to check using Theorem 7.1 that corresponding value in the transition matrix 
of cp is zero. However, this pair satisfies all of the dominance relations of Corollary 7.2. 
A proof of the special case a=2 of Foulkes’ conjecture is well known. The usual 
proof which involves computing an explicit decomposition for id rz,,,,,, and id T?L,,,~~ 
(see Exercise 6 of Section I.8 of [8] for example). This method is somewhat technical. 
However, using this framework, a proof is quite easy. 
Corollary 7.3. Foulkes’ conjecture is true when a=2. 
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Proof. As always, let n=2b. We only need to consider j_ with 2 or fewer parts. Let 
,I=(n - k, k). A basis for 1I4”3~ is
where the basis elements are written in the matrix format described after Proposi- 
tion 3.3. Now consider basis elements in II~“,~: 
. . 2 1 . 10 0 
j 
:o<i< n-k 
I-l ~- 2 
--- 
It is easy to see from Corollary 7.2 that yj appears in cp(xi) if a 
shows that q is one-to-one. 0 
8. Problems 
I 
md only if i > j which 
Here are some open problems. Several of these problems were suggested by David 
Wales. It is assumed in each case that a< b. 
Problem 8.1. Determine for which partitions I,, cp :I!~~~‘+M~,~ is triangular. 
Problem 8.2. Show that dim(M’%U) 5 dim(M”*‘). 
This has an important implication to symmetric functions. The symmetric function 
notation here follows Macdonald [8]. In particular, s,(z) is the Schur symmetric fimc- 
tion corresponding to A,nzj.(x_) is the monomial symmetric function corresponding to 2, 
and q (x_) o ~(4 is the plethysm of q (x_) and Q(x_). The relationship between symmetric 
functions and the dimension of M’,” IS given in the following result. 
Proposition 8.3. dim(M”-“)= the coejficient on m).(g) in s,(x_)os&). 
Proof (sketch). The columns of the matrices which index a basis of IV’,” are essentially 
the terms in s&). You pick a of them with repetition (i.e. s&z)) and look at those 
with the proper row sums (i.e. mj~(g)). 0 
The symmetric function version of Foulkes’ conjecture is that S&)0&&) - 
&(+s&) is Schur-positive (has nonnegative coefficients when expanded in terms of 
Schur symmetric functions). So, a proof of Problem 8.2 would imply that s&)0&(&)- 
.&(&)o.q&) is monomial-positive. This is weaker than Schur-positive. However, it is 
also an open problem. 
Problem 8.4. Show that cp(qr)# 0 when qr #O. 
This would show that the irreducibles appearing in id r:hWrS, are a subset of those 
appearing in id 1‘ gwrs,, . 
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Problem 8.5. Determine the eigenvalues of (pf o cp :V + V where V is any of Ri+, Mi-u. 
or Si.0 UMka. 
Since (p’ and cp are conjugate linear transformations, these eigenvalues are real and 
nonnegative. If it could be shown that they are all positive, then Foulkes’ Conjecture 
would be proven. This is the approach taken by Coker [2] in studying cp on Ri,“. 
Problem 8.6. Determine a combinatorial class of tableaux, say L@‘, such that {qT : 
T E@-‘} is a basis for @‘~IM”~“. 
Problem 8.7. Give an explicit decomposition of SL,” mto irreducible representations 
of s,. 
Appendix. Decomposition of Sara for some small values 
The following two charts give the decomposition of S”,” into irreducible representa- 
tions of S,. The irreducibles of S, are denoted by partitions of u. 
At6 s”, 2 sj., 3 
(6) (2) (3) 
(5>1) Cl>11 (271) 
(4,2) (2) (3)w2,1) 
(3,3) Cl>11 (l,l, 1) 
it 12 s”, 3 9.,4 
(%-Xl ) 
(8.4) 
(K3,1 ) 
(8.22) 
(7,5) 
(7%4,1) 
(7.X2) 
(6.6) 
(65,l) 
(12) (3) (4) 
(11.1) (2>1) (3,1) 
(10.2) (3)~(2,1) (4)cB(3,1)@(2.2) 
(10,1,1) (l,l,l) (2?1,1) 
(9.3) (3)@(2,1)@(1,1,1) (4)@2(3,1)@(2,1,1) 
(2>1) (3,1)@(2,2)@(2,1,1) 
(3)@2G !, 1) (4)@(3,1)@2(2,2)@(2,1,1) 
(2, I)@( l.l,l) 2(3,1)~(2,2)~2(2,1,1)~(1,1,1,1) 
(3) (4)@(3,1)@(2,2) 
(2, I)@( l,I, 1) 2(3,1)@(2,1,1) 
(3m2, l)$(l,l.l) (4)~2(3,1)$(2,2)$2(2,1,1)$(1,1,1.1) 
(2>1) (4)~2(3,1)~(2,2)~2(2,~, 1) 
(3) (4)@(2,2)@(1,1,1,1) 
(2,I ) (3,1)$(2,2)@2(2,I, 1) 
(6.4,2) (3)~(2,1) (4)$2(3,1)~2(2,2)~(2,1,1)~(1,1,1, 1) 
(63,3) (1,1,I) (3,1)~2(2,1,1)~(1,1,1,1) 
(X5,2) (l,l,l) (3,1)@(2,1,1) 
(5.4,3) (271) (3,1)@(2,2)@(2,1,1) 
(4.4,4) (3) (4) 
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